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WHY? WHAT?

HOW?

The cause

The plan

The outcome

























“People don’t buy ‘what’ you do,
they buy ‘why’ you do it”

- Simon Sinek

The Golden Circle

Adapted from Simon Sinek’s Golden Circle





“5GB MP3 Player”



























Exercise

BEGINNING MIDDLE END

Slow Fast

“Why”
Apart Together

1. Start with finding the “MIDDLE” change story card
2. Review another change story card
3. Decide which column to place the change story card
4. Repeat for all change story cards
5. Map change story cards in the “BEGINNING” column 

with related change story cards in the “END” column 
where possible



BEGINNING MIDDLE END

Three standard support models

The industry has gotten to a game 
of margins, and our business will 
only survive if we realize greater 

operational effectiveness and 
efficiencies without reducing 

customer service.

One support model tailorable by 
region

Highly reactive Highly responsive

Process-centric Customer-centric

Lean, but limited Lean, but with scale

Complex decision-making
Decision-making where the work is 

done

Full top-down transparency Full top-down transparency

Vertical career ladders Multi-dimensional career lattices



The From-To-Because model lays out behavioral shifts 
on a spectrum that “bookends” the change to be made

From = Current State

To = Desired State

Because = WHY

1

2

3

Adapted from: https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-create-a-powerful-organizational-change-management-storyline/



From To Because

Three standard support models
One support model tailorable by 

region

The industry has gotten to a game 
of margins, and our business will 
only survive if we realize greater 

operational effectiveness and 
efficiencies without reducing 

customer service.

Highly reactive Highly responsive

Process-centric Customer-centric

Lean, but limited Lean, but with scale

Complex decision-making
Decision-making where the work 

is done

Full top-down transparency Full top-down transparency

Vertical career ladders Multi-dimensional career lattices



FROM TO BECAUSE

So why 
are we 

changing?

What are we 
changing 
from?

Can we re-state 
these with 

feeling?

Adapt 
quickly to 
changing 
market 
conditions

Manage & 
prioritize 
based on 
business 
value

More 
responsive 
to changes 
and needs







FTBOrg

FTBMeFTBTeam



FTBTeam

Company ‘A’



FTBMe







FTBOrg

FTBMeFTBTeam

80% Common

20% WIIFM & WIIFY



~80%



1. Effective change balances the Why, How and What

2. A compelling and coherent change story has a beginning, middle 
and end

3. The From-To-Because model “bookends” the change to be made

4. Don’t stop with the organizational change story

5. Encourage development of team and personal change stories to 
sustain the change
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*
*Turtle With Plastic Straw In Its Nose 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3LTMf8KKFg)

*Start With Why (https://simonsinek.com/)

*5 ‘Ridiculous’ Ways Patagonia Has Built a Culture That Does Well and Does 
Good (https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/talent-
connect/2019/5-ways-patagonia-built-ridiculous-culture)

*Five Monkeys and a Ladder 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOAIhCc1wbg)

*How to Create a Powerful Organizational Change Management Storyline 
(https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-create-a-
powerful-organizational-change-management-storyline/)

*Hey, What About Me? (Anne Murray) 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obUg18YXpjM)


